Long wave dispersion phenomena is investigated in respect of a pre-stressed incompressible elastic layer subject to elastically restrained boundary conditions (ERBC). Such conditions can be treated as a generalisation of classical free and fixed-face boundary conditions, allowing investigating of the transition between the Neumann and Dirichlet statements of the problem. Symmetric elastically restrained boundary conditions are introduced, followed by both a numerical investigation and a multi-parameter asymptotic analysis of the dispersion relations. All possible asymptotic regimes are grouped into classes based on the magnitude of the associated restraint parameter. A long wave low frequency model is developed to describe motion associated with the fundamental modes for small values of the restraint parameters. Four high frequency models are developed describing asymptotic regimes connected with vibration within the vicinity of the thickness resonances.
Introduction
Wave propagation and vibration in elastic layers has been an active area of scientific research for many years. Most of the early investigations concerned the so-called free face (Neumann-type) problem in which the faces are assumed traction-free. Initially the investigations were concerned with linear isotropic elastic layers, see Mindlin et al. (1960) , with the studies later extended to include the influence of anisotropy and/or pre-stress, see for example Green (1982) and Rogerson (1991) , respectively. Studies have also elucidated characteristics of filtering and band gaps within periodic structures, see for example Bigoni et al. (2008) . There have also been some more recent investigations regarding the Dirichlet-type problem of the fixed face condition, with zero displacement on the faces, see and Nolde and Rogerson (2002) .
For many physical scenarios the boundary conditions are not easily prescribed and will be somewhere between these two limiting cases. As two specific examples we cite the boundary conditions associated with an arterial wall, see Holzapfel et al. (2000) , and those relating to a coal layer, see Liang et al. (1993) . A similar situation arises in acoustics, with the so-called impedance boundary condition being utilised. An impedance increase is associated with transition from Neumann to Dirichlet boundary conditions.
Within the elastic case, we accordingly assume that at the boundaries field variables satisfy a Hooke-type law, the so-called elastically restrained boundary condition (ERBC). This idea was first proposed by Mindlin (Mindlin et al., 1960) , however his investigation was restricted to analysing a grid of bounds for dispersion curves. In a series of recent papers, the present authors have used ERBC's to consider the transition from the Dirichlet-type problem to the Neumann-type for a linear isotropic plate, see Moukhomodiarov et al. (2010) and Mukhomodyarov and Rogerson (2012) . In this present paper this investigation is extended to consider the influence of pre-stress.
Our initial motivation is a wish to investigate how the dispersion relation is affected by elastically restrained boundary conditions and derive some asymptotic long wave approximations for the scaled phase speed in terms of wave number. In the traction free case, both high and low frequency regimes exist within the long wave domain. Low frequency motion is associated with classical bending and extension in the linear isotropic case. In the pre-stressed case, classical bending is replaced by a string or membrane type theory, see Kaplunov et al. (2000) and Pichugin et al. (2002) . High frequency motion is associated with thickness resonance vibrations within the vicinity of the various cut-off frequencies. In general, both thickness stretch and thickness shear resonance is possible. However, the imposition of incompressibility precludes the existence of thickness stretch, see . A second motivation is for us to use the long wave approximations to establish the relative orders of the field variables and derive appropriate models for the analogues of low and high frequency long wave motion. We remark that we use the term analogues because low frequency motion does not exist in the Neumann-type problem. A third motivation is therefore to investigate the mode transition as we transit from the Dirichlet-type problem to the Neumann-type problem.
The layout of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 the governing equations are briefly reviewed and the elastically restrained boundary conditions established. A numerical investigation of the dispersion relation is then carried out in Section 3. Various long wave approximations of the dispersion relation are derived in Section 4. These expansions are employed within Section 5 to enable various long wave models to be established.
Statement of the problem and the governing equations
In this paper we will use the basic equations governing small amplitude, time-dependent motions superimposed upon a large static primary deformation, under the assumptions of incompressible plane strain elasticity. For further details the reader is referred to the book by Ogden (1984) . The position vector of a representative particle is denoted by X A in an initial unstressed isotropic configuration B u , by x i ðX A Þ in a pre-stressed equilibrium state B e and bỹ x i ðX A ; tÞ in the final time-dependent configuration B t . It then follows that
where uðX A ; tÞ is infinitesimal time-dependent displacement superimposed on B e . We consider a layer, of uniform thickness 2h, with origin O in the mid-plane and Ox 2 normal to the upper surface relative to an orthogonal Cartesian coordinate system Ox 1 x 2 x 3 , coincident with the principal axes of the homogeneous primary deformation. A state of plane strain is assumed within which infinitesimal motion of the layer is described by the equations
where u 1 ¼ u 1 ðx 1 ; x 2 ; tÞ; u 2 ¼ u 2 ðx 1 ; x 2 ; tÞ and p ¼ pðx 1 ; x 2 ; tÞ are the longitudinal, transverse displacements and time-dependent incremental pressure, respectively; B ijkl are components of the fourth-order elasticity tensor and q the mass density. It is noted that all nonzero components of the elasticity tensor B ijkl are of the form B iijj ; B ijji or B ijij , with B iijj =B jjii ; B ijji =B jiij , where i; j 2 f1; 2g, see Ogden (1984) . These two equations of motion should be considered together with the reduced linearised incompressibility condition, given by
From a mathematical viewpoint, the most general formulation for static boundary conditions is given by the linear combination of tractions and displacements defined on the faces. In this paper we restrict ourselves to the symmetric form of elastically restrained boundary conditions (ERBC), see Moukhomodiarov et al. (2010) , which are formulated at the faces of the layer as 
The dispersion relations (12) and (13) generalise the dynamic response of a plate to the case of ERBCs. It can easily be shown that the dispersion relations previously obtained for a pre-stressed incompressible plate with free faces Kaplunov et al., 2002, namely 
and fixed faces q 2 tanh gq 1 À q 1 tanh gq 2 ¼ 0;
are special cases of our general equations and may be obtained directly from (12) and (13) by putting d i ¼ 0 for free face case and
Our numerical analysis of wave dispersion begins with a general observation of the frequency spectrum for both limiting cases: traction free and fixed face boundary conditions, see Fig. 1 . First of all, due to the incompressibility constraint we may observe only thickness shear resonance frequencies, both symmetric and antisymmetric. As expected, fundamental modes do not exists in the fixed face case, forming a low frequency gap in the dispersion spectrum.
In the subsequent numerical analysis of the dispersion relations (12) and (13) we focus our attention on mode transformations when the boundary conditions migrate from the free face state to fixed faces.
The first three symmetric mode transformations are shown in Fig. 2 . For all symmetric modes the transition is characterised by moving up and significant localised increase in gradient in the long wave region in approaching the fixed face harmonic limit. To calculate the transition intervals for cut-off frequencies we consider the long wave limit of the dispersion relation (12), leading to
The cut-off frequencies thus vary within the intervals ffiffiffiffiffi
. . .. It can be seen from Fig. 2 , that as d i ! 1 the harmonics almost coincide with the symmetric fixed face modes, except within the very long wave regime. The cut-off frequencies of fixed face harmonics are given by grow from 0 to 1, see first three modes transition in Fig. 3 . The corresponding cut-off frequency equation for anti-symmetric modes is given by
describing the thickness shear resonance frequencies varying within the intervals ffiffiffiffiffi 
Asymptotic analysis
The asymptotic structure of the dispersion relation (12) is determined by the presence of the small non-dimensional wave number g and the two restraint coefficients d i (i = 1,2). The multi-parametric asymptotic analysis begins with the establishing of the correlation in magnitudes of the restraint parameters in the
; m i ¼ 0; AE1 and i ¼ 1; 2. By varying m, different asymptotic regimes arise which should be separately investigated. In particular, we observe that for the almost free case ðm i ¼ 1Þ there are two possible solutions, one associated with low frequency the other with high frequency. The second case ðm i ¼ 0Þ relates to the intermediate case between the two (fixed and free) limiting cases. The final case, ðm i ¼ AE1Þ is the almost fixed case. In all three cases, long wave approximations, giving phase speed or frequency, as an explicit function of wave number, are obtained for each appropriate mode. These long wave approximations are employed in Section 5 to determine the appropriate asymptotic orders of the field variables and thus facilitate the derivation of appropriate long wave models.
Case 1. Nearly free faces (m i =1)
Consider first anti-symmetric waves propagating in a prestressed layer with nearly free faces. The asymptotic regime is characterised by the following orders of the restraint parameters
and the appropriate form of anti-symmetric dispersion relation is given by
Note that the corresponding symmetric dispersion relation can be obtained from (20) by changing tanh to coth. There are two possible ways to balance the dispersion relation (20) in the long wave regime; we consider each in turn.
4.1.1. Solution 1 ( v $ Oð1Þ; q i $ Oð1Þ)
The first possible solution is connected with the long wave low frequency fundamental mode propagating with finite speed. Having all q i finite, the arguments of trigonometric functions in (20) can be expanded into appropriate series. Substituting these series back into the dispersion relation, and obtaining the two lowest order terms, the following asymptotic expansion for the scaled phase speed is revealed
where
which reduces for the free face case to
This result agrees with previously obtained asymptotics, see Kaplunov et al. (2000) . An analogous asymptotic expansion for symmetric fundamental mode is given by
which reduces for the free face case to The behaviour of the fundamental modes when the faces become increasingly restrained can be observed in Fig. 4a , where consistency of the expansions (21) and (23) with the numerical solution is illustrated.
Solution 2 ( v $ Oðg
À1 Þ; q 1 $ Oð1Þ; q 2 $ Oðg À1 Þ) A numerical analysis readily reveals that the second solution is connected with high frequency modes originating from non-zero cut-off frequencies which form a family of thickness shear resonances. Note that imposing the incompressibility constraint precludes any thickness stretch resonances.
Consider anti-symmetric shear modes characterised by the cutoff frequencies n ¼ 1; 2; . . .. In the vicinity of these cut-offs, the balancing of the dispersion relation dictates that tanh gq 2 $ Oðg À2 Þ, therefore we should expand q 2 as follows
where / a is, in general, an as yet to be determined Oð1Þ quantity. The corresponding expansion for the scaled frequency is then readily obtainable in the form
Having all other components expanded into series and substituted into the dispersion relation, the unknown parameter / a can be calculated, yielding
which leads to a second order asymptotic approximation for antisymmetric shear resonance modes given by
The derivation of a symmetric asymptotic expansion is quite similar with the only change being that cut-offs are
with K s 1 ¼ pn, balancing the dispersion relation with coth gq 2 $ Oðg À2 Þ in their vicinity. The resulting expansion for symmetric thickness shear modes is given by
A comparison of the asymptotic expansions (28) and (29) with the numerical solution within the vicinity of first thickness shear resonance frequencies is shown in Fig. 4b , where excellent agreement can be observed.
Case 2. Elastically restrained faces (m i =0)
We begin by examining the general elastically restrained case with symmetric modes. The cut-off frequencies for this case can not be expressed explicitly and are roots of the transcendental equation
where d 1 $ Oð1Þ. Using standard techniques for one of the roots of the secular equation, we first note that
where l s to be determined. We are now able to obtain a general form of the expansion for the scaled frequency, namely
Using (31), we expand the corresponding trigonometric function into the series
and proceeding with expansions for q 1 and coth gq 2 we have all the components of the dispersion relation expressed in terms of the small parameter g. The leading order approximation of the dispersion relation yields the cut-off frequency Eq. (30), with the second order allowing us to obtain the unknown l s in the form
Thus, the sought second order asymptotic expansion is finally given by
where (30) has been utilised to simplify the expression. The corresponding result for the anti-symmetric case is given by where
with the cut-off frequency equation for anti-symmetric shear resonance modes given by
4.3. Case 3. Nearly fixed faces (m i =-1)
The last asymptotic regime we consider is a plate with nearly fixed faces for which the restraint parameters are assumed to be such that
For this case, within the numerical analysis we observe some peculiar behaviour of the symmetric modes in the very long wave regime. In contrast to the classical behaviour, when modes are localised within the vicinity of their cut-off frequencies, symmetric modes for nearly fixed faces change significantly when g ! 0, see Fig. 2 . Such non-local behaviour has been observed previously, see, for example , for a nearly incompressible plate with fixed faces. In our case, such an effect is caused by the incompressibilty constraint imposed on a plate with highly restrained boundaries.
To investigate the non-local behaviour of symmetric modes we derive a cut-off equation by expanding q 1 ; q 2 ; tan gq 1 ; tan gq 2 in series for small wave number and substituting them into the dispersion relation (13), obtaining the following estimation at leading order
The cut-off frequency of symmetric modes for a pre-stressed incompressible plate with fixed faces are given by K ¼ K f , where K f is defined by UðK f Þ ¼ 0, see Nolde and Rogerson (2002) . As can be seen from (39), this estimation is valid only for very long waves, with
UðK f Þ $ Oð1Þ becoming incorrect as K ! K f , see Fig. 5(a) .
To obtain an asymptotic expansion, valid within the vicinity of the fixed face cut-off frequencies, we change the scaling to
À4 and expand the frequency around fixed face resonance
Appropriately expanding all the quantities of the dispersion relation we finally obtain an asymptotic expansion within the vicinity of fixed face cut-off frequencies K f , given by
The expansion (41) works well only within the narrow vicinity of the cut-off frequency, similar to all classical high frequency asymptotics, see Fig. 5 (a). Our goal is to build an approximation applicable over a finite frequency range to cover the non-local behaviour of symmetric modes. To do so we move back to the original scaling
À2 and expand the sought for frequency around the thickness shear resonance frequency ffiffiffiffiffi c 1 p K s 3 , accordingly assuming that
where K s 3 is defined by the implicit cut-off equation
Expansions of the secular equation roots are then given by
The corresponding expansions for trigonometric functions in the dispersion relation are readily obtained as
Finally, the second order asymptotic expansion for scaled frequency is given by
As can be seen in Fig. 5(b) , in which different asymptotics are compared with the numerical solution, the expansion (47) works well over a range of frequencies between thickness shear resonance and fixed face cut-offs. Antisymmetric modes for large values of the restraint parameters are regular modes localised around the cut-off frequencies
The corresponding asymptotic expansion is given by
Long wave asymptotic models
We proceed now with the development of long wave asymptotic models in the form of governing equations describing long wave low and high frequency motions in a pre-stressed incompressible layer with ERBCs. The first long wave models to be derived are those associated with low frequency motion and are therefore appropriate generalisations of classical bending and extension. High frequency analogues are then established in respect of the nearly free and nearly fixed cases, together with the transitional case. The derivation of all models is achieved through the use of asymptotic integration. For details of this technique, within the framework of linear isotropic elasticity, the reader is referred to Kaplunov et al. (1998) .
Low frequency models
The numerical and asymptotic analysis shows that fundamental modes demonstrate low frequency behaviour only for very small values of the restrain parameters. This is Case 1 in our terminology, with the appropriate scaling of the restraints according to (19) . We start with standard long wave motion rescaling to non-dimensional variables
where L is the typical wavelength, see Kaplunov et al. (1998) and E s is defined after (21). Consider first symmetric low frequency motion, for which we introduce the following non-dimensional functions based on the relative orders of displacements and pressure for this type of motion (49) and (50) to the original equations of motion (2)- (4) and boundary conditions (5) and (6) we arrive at non-dimensional statement of the problem for symmetric low frequency motion. Specifically, the equations of motion are given by c 1 
Boundary conditions for a layer with nearly free faces are given by
at jfj ¼ 1. The asymptotic integration method will be carried out, beginning by expanding the unknown functions in power series in
Substituting these expansions into the system (51)-(55) we arrive to a hierarchy of boundary-value problems at various orders. The leading order problem is given by c 1
having the corresponding solution of the form
where we functions U ij ¼ U ij ðn; sÞ; V ij ¼ V ij ðn; sÞ and P ij ¼ P ij ðn; sÞ are independent of the thickness coordinate f. The problems can be formulated using the following general form for m th order problem
at jfj ¼ 1. Putting m ¼ 2 we obtain the second order problem, with a solution provided by
which is our leading order governing equation in terms of the governing extension U 00 . To refine the model we need to take into account the fourth order boundary-value problem (m ¼ 4) which can be shown to have a non-trivial solution provided 
where V ¼ Vðn; sÞ can be interpreted as a mid-surface deflection with error Oðg 4 Þ. Again the consistency with previously developed models for the free face case can easily be checked. It is worth noting that the dispersion relations obtained from the governing Eqs. (66) and (67) coincide with asymptotic expansions (29) and (28) of the exact dispersion relations, verifying the consistency of models derived.
High frequency models
The numerical analysis of high frequency harmonic behaviour reveals different asymptotic regimes depending on the orders of the restraint parameters d i . As with our asymptotic analysis of the exact dispersion relation we note three possible cases. 
We begin with the symmetric case and consider the relative orders of all displacements and pressure in the vicinity of the cut-off frequency. As in the case of classical boundary conditions, the leading function in magnitude is the normal displacement u 2 , dictating the following non-dimensional re-scaling 
